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Abstract

The Monte Carlo library McSUB, which was described in an earlier report, has been

upgraded to McSUB V2.C. McSUB V2.0 can be used to simulate the neutron transport in a

medium which is a mixture of hydrogen and carbon or a mixture of deuterium and carbon.

The implemented neutron energy interval is 0.1 — 20 MeV and the library can be used to

simulate elastic and inelastic scattering. The inelastic scattering with carbon takes into

account the four lowest excited states of the carbon nucleus. McSUB V2.0 is downward

compatible with McSUB except for the layout of tJe parameter file which now contains

more variables. The major upgrade has been the inclusion of routines using weight factors

which has speeded up the old version considerably. McSUB V2.0 also makes a biasing

technique possible. It is now r*ssible to e g let a neutron scatter with a selected nucleus

followed by a biased scatter -,i Erection.
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1. Introduction

McSUB V2.0 is a Monte Carlo library whose routines can be implemented in a

user written code when the neutron transport in different media is concidered. The neutron

energy interval is 0.1 - 20 MeV and the media of interest are a mixture of deuterium and

natural carbon (medium DO) and a mixture of hydrogen and natural carbon (medium Dl).

Several different interaction mechanisms are taken care of. There are routines for elastic

scattering with hydrogen, elastic and (n,2n) scattering with deuterium and elastic and

inelastic scattering with carbon. The inelastic scattering with carbon is subdivided into

further routines which take care of the four lowest excited states of the recoiled carbon

nucleus. Absorption of neutrons is not implemented and relativistic corrections are not yet

implemented in every routine. McSUB V2.0 should be downward compatible with McSUB

which is described in [1]. This report describes primarily the differences between McSUB

and McSUB V2.0. Due to this it is strongly recommended to engage report [1] before any

attempts to use McSUB V2.0.

2. Use of Weight Factors in Monte Carlo

In McSUB V2.0 bias technique is implemented. Biasing may be defined as any

means of distorting the sampling technique to advantage. The distortion is corrected by

introduction of weight factors. In the first version of McSUB there were almost no weight

factors included. The statistical interpretation, e g the calculations of the error bars, was

easy but the code was slow. The major reasons for the slow behaviour was the sampling of

the scattering angle using the rejection method, and the inability to control the scattering

direction. Several methods were investigated to increase the rejection efficiency but I could

never get rid of the fact that the more anisotropic differential cross section the worse the

rejection efficiency [1]. For a system with a small start— or scattering- detector and a small

stop detector the probability that the neutron scatters in the start detector into the stop

detector is very small (especially if the stop detector is far from the start detector). For this

application it could take several CPU-days until enough start- and stop- counts were

collected. Therefore, the CPU-time can be drastically reduced if the scattering angle in the

start detector could be biased. Such routines are now included in McSUB V2.0.



2.1 Penetration Distance

The old version of McSUB sampled a neutron penetration depth into a medium

according to:

(2.1)

where d is the penetration depth, % is a random number in ]0,l] and ^ot(E) »s the energy

dependent macroscopic cross section [cm~ ] (see Eq.(4.7) in [1]). The drawback of using

this sampling method is that d gets values which are bigger than the thickness of the

medium itself. This means that the neutron has escaped the medium and one has to start

with the next neutron history without any result at all. In order to save CPU-time one can

force (by use of biasing) the neutron to interact within the limits of the medium and then

calculate a weight factor.

To obtain a penetration distance which fulfils

0 s dpen * dmax

one can uniformly sample % according to

(2-2)

(2.3)

and then obtain the penetration depth by inclusion of | in Eq.(2.1).

The weight factor is simply the probability that the neutron will interact at a distance s the

maximum thickness:

weight* l-expHm a x-2;o t(E)] (2.4)



2.2 ColIisioD Nucleus

A biased scattering nucleus is very useful if the medium is a scintillator. For

scintillators containing hydrogen and carbon, the signal generating process is neutron

scattering with hydrogen. Even if the neutron penetration depth is sampled within the limits

of the medium there is the possibility that the neutron interacts with e g carbon and then

escapes the system. For a given statistical accuracy such a situation would increase the

demanded CPU-time. One way of solving this problem is to deliberately let the neutron

interact with hydrogen until a signal has reached up to a certain electronic bias level and

then let the neutron interact with carbon as well. If the interaction nucleus is biased then one

has to calculate the weight factor, i e the probability, for that particular interaction.

The weight factor for a medium containing two species is calculated according to:

weight =
R-ox(E)

R o x ( E )
(2-5)

where a (E) and o(E) [barn] are the energy dependent microscopic cross section for the
A 1

interesting nucleus x and nucleus i, respectively. R is the nuclear density ratio between the

two species x and i.

However, it should be emphasized that certain information can be lost by a biased

interaction nucleus. Take as an example a neutron time-of-flight system where the first

detector is a scattering scintillator giving a start pulse to a TDC. The stop pulse can be

obtained from a second detector located at a certain distance and angle from the start

detector. For this type of setup there is the possibility that the neutron will first scatter with

carbon. The neutron energy loss after a carbon scattering is very small but the direction of

the neutron could be pointed towards the stop detector. If the neutron (on the way out of the

start detector) then interacts with hydrogen (yielding a signal) and the scattered angle is

very small we obtain a high energy tail (short time-of-flight) in the resulting energy

spectrum from the instrument, see Fig.l. This high energy tail will not be seen in a Monte

Carlo calculation if carbon scattering is excluded. A situation where the neutron first

scatters with carbon also contributes to the low energy tail but this part contains all

combinations of multiple scattering in the starting media. For this kind of detector setup one

should therefore be careful about a biased scattering nucleus.



23 Interaction Type

The type of scattering with a nucleus can also be biased. The weight factor is

then calculated according to:

weight = o i n M i )(E)/o t o t ( i )(E) (2.6)

where o , JE) [barn] is the energy dependent microscopic cross section for the

interesting interaction and °tot/j)(E) [bam] is the total cross section for the nucleus i.

2.4 Scattering Angle

The old version of McSUB sampled a scattering angle using the rejection

method. In McSUB V2.0 new routines have been included that return the scattering angles

(and scattering energies) without the use of rejection. Furthermore, as mentioned in ch.2.2,

for certain applications a lot of CPU-time can be gained by a biased scattering direction.

2.4.1 An Alternative to the Rejection Method

Given the shape of a differential cross section ( d o / d Q ) ^ , see Fig.2, we want

to sample a value of cosine of the scattering polar angle, COS(V)CYJ • If the differential cross

section is normalised according to

1

kJdo/dQ d(costp)

fd(cosy)

k-o/2Ji = 1 (2.7)

-1

then

k = 4;t/o (2.8)



If the value of cos(\y)Cw is sampled uniformly in [-1,1] then the weight is given by

weight = k(do/dQ) C M = 4;i/o ol2x • 21+1
a^EJP^cosOi;)^) =

= £(21+1) a,(E)P,(cos(V)CM) (2.9)

1

where o(E) is the microscopic cross section [barn],

a.(E) is the Legendre coefficients and

is the Legendre polynomials [1].

The weight is now in average 1 and should be distinguished from other weights which yield

a physical value of the probability, i e a weight factor that is always s 1. However, in a

Monte Carlo code the treatment of this weight factor is identical to other weight factors, i e

this weight factor is multiplied with the product of the earlier calculated weight factors. By

using this technique the rejection procedure has been abandoned and the sampling of the

scattering angles is now made uniformly.



2.4.2 Biased scattering direction

In certain applications (see ch.2.2) a Monte Carlo code can be speeded up

drastically by a biased neutron scattering angle. Routines which take care of such

procedures are included in McSUB V2.0 and demand the cosine of the scattering polar

angle in the lab frame, c o s ^ ^ ^ g , the energy before scattering, E, and the solid angle,

ror t h e n e u t r o n t 0

The probability that the neutron scatters an angle 0 around d8 into

P(e)d8 = l /o (do/dQ)L A B

is given by

(2.10)

where = f(E,6).

In McSUB V2.0 all the differential cross sections are expressed in the center-of—mass

frame. This means that following steps have to be done

1) Transform c o s ^ V y j to

2) Calculate the value of I/a (do/dft)~w by a Legendre polynomial expansion

3) Transform l /o (do/dQ)CM to l/o (do/dQ)LAfi

4) Calculate the weight according to (2.10).

These steps are done in the relevant routines and if the expressions for the differential cross

sections were in the lab frame these transformations would not be necessary.



3. Description of the Routines and Functions in McSUB V2.0

Up to now, there are about 75 routines and functions in McSUB V2.0. Several

of these routines are help routines for the interesting routines. For the help routines I will

only give the routine name and a short description. This name should then be treated as a

reserved name.

Belonging to the category of interesting routines are the following:

Initialisation of McSUB V2.0

Generation of source neutron in DO

Generation of source neutron in Dl

Sampling of penetration depth in DO

Sampling of penetration depth in Dl

Interaction nucleus in DO (deuterium or carbon)

Interaction nucleus in Dl (hydrogen or carbon)

Type of interaction with deuterium

(elastic or (n,2n))

Type of interaction with hydrogen

(always elastic)

Type of interaction with carbon

(elastic or inelastic)

Type of inelastic interaction with carbon

(what excited state of recoiled carbon nucleus)

•L Neutron energy and direction after scattering

with deuterium

Neutron energy and weight at a biased direction

after an elastic scattering with deuterium

XDDIFN2N, WXDDIFN2N Neutron energy and direction after an (n,2n)

reaction with deuterium

Neutron energy and weight at a biased direction

after an (n,2n) reaction with deuterium

:L Neutron energy and direction after an elastic

scattering with hydrogen

Neutron energy and weight at a biased direction

after an elastic scattering with hydrogen

Routine

Routine

Routine

Routines

Routines

Routine

Routine

Routine

Routine

Routine

Routine

Routines

Routine

Routines

Routine

Routines

Routine

INI
DOSOURCE

D1SOURCE

DEPDO, WDEPDO

DEPD1, WDEPD1

INTDO

INTD1

TYPD

TYPH

TYPC

TYPCEX

XDDIFEL, WXDE

DTETWGHT

XDDIFN2N, WXI

DN2NTETWGHT

XHDIFEL, WXHl

HTETWGHT

10



Routines

Routine

Routines

Routines

Routine

Routine

Routine

Functions

Functions

Routine

Routine

Function

XCDIFEL, WXCDIFEI

CTETWGHT

XC#DIFNN, WXC#DII

C#TETWGHT

DIRCOS

TRACE

PNTDIRC

PNTPLANE, PNTCYL

PNTDIST

ENERGYN, T1MEN

DISTN

MADEY

SPANALYS

GASTIM

Neutron energy and direction after an elastic

scattering with carbon

Neutron energy and weight at a biased direction

after an elastic scattering with carbon

i Neutron energy and direction after an inelastic

scattering with carbon (#: 1,2,3,4)

Neutron energy and weight at a biased direction

after an inelastic scattering with carbon

(#: 1,2,3,4)

New direction cosines after scattering

Present position of the neutron

Direction cosines between two points

Calculation of distances

Neutron energy, neutron time and neutron distance

Light output from a scintillator

Analytical analysis of a spectrum

Returns a Gaussian distributed value

Belonging to the category of help routines are:

Routine

Routine

Routine

Routine

Function

GETPAR

LOCATE

DIRNORM

FIT

ANGLECM

Reads parameters from McPAR.PAR

Search by bisection method

Normalisation of direction cosines

Fits a straight line to a set of data

Transformation COS(6)JAIJ "* cos(H0rM
9, A n and HVx* are the polar scatteringLAB TLM r °
in the lab and the center-of-mass

where

angles

frame,

Function DSICM

respectively

Transformation w h e r c

a n d (3&CM a r e t h c d i f f e r e n t i a l

cross sections in the lab and the center-of-mass

frame, respectively

11



Function DSILAB

Function
Function
Function
Function
Function

Function
Function
Function
Functions

XDTOT
XDEL
XDN2N
XHTOT
XHEL

XCTOT
XCEL
XCINEL
XC#EXNN

Function GASDEV
Function POLINT
Function RANI

Transformation
(Inverse of DSICM)
Total cross section of deuterium (bam)
Elastic cross section of deuterium (bam)
(n,2n) cross section of deuterium (bam)
Total cross section of hydrogen (bam)
Elastic cross section of hydrogen (bam)
(Same as XHTOT)
Total cross section of natural carbon (bam)
Elastic cross section of natural carbon (bam)
Inelastic cross section of natural carbon (barn)
Cross sections for the four lowest states of the
recoiled carbon nucleus (bam) (#: 1,2,3,4)
Returns a Gaussian distributed deviate
Polynomial interpolation
Portable random generator

12



3.1 Parameter file McPARPAR and Common Block McCOMM.FOR

The parameter file McPAR.PAR must be edited (or checked) before any

attempts are made to use McSUB V2.0. The parameter file is read by the initialisation

routine INI which assigns the relevant variables for the properties of the media. Those

parameters marked with a *, see Fig.3, are essential and must be set. However, if only e g

medium Dl is concidered the DO parameters are irrelevant. The rest of the parameters are

free and can be used in the user written code if a common block, which is stored in the file

McCOMM.FOR, is included in the users main program and/or subroutines and/or functions.

This is easiest achieved by the statement INCLUDE McCOMM.FOR and should be

positioned among the type declarations of the variables. The text strings that supersede the :,

see Fig.3, are only treated as dummy strings and can be edited by the user as long as the

position of : is not changed. If McCOMM.FOR is included then the following variables can

be used by the user:

1) EXPFIL

2) INFFIL

3) BATCH

4) GAUSS

5) ENEO

6) PLSTMP

7) DODNS

8) DORAT

9) DODEP

10) DORAD

11) D1DNS

12) D1RAT

13) D1DEP

14) D1RAD

15) IDONR

16) ID1NR

CHARACTER*30

CHARACTERS

LOGICAL

LOGICAL

REAL*4

REALM

REALM

REALM

REALM

REALM

REALM

REALM

REALM

REALM

INTEGERM

INTEGERM

Free and can be used for a datafile name

The automatically created file INFFIL.INF is a

copy of McPAR.PAR

If this is set to <T> no interactive messages are

sent to the screen

If GAUSS is set to <T> then the energy

distribution of the source neutrons are Gaussian

Energy of the source neutrons

Determines the FWHM of Gaussian energy

distributed source neutrons (used if GAUSS = T)

Density of DO medium (g/cm )

deuterium
Nuclear ratio in DO mediumcarbon
Thickness of DO medium (cm)

Radius of a cylindrical DO medium (cm)

Density of Dl medium (g/cm )

Nuclear ratio j ^ b o T " in D1 medium

Thickness of Dl medium (cm)

Radius of a cylindrical Dl medium (cm)

Free and can e g be used for number of DO media

Free and can e g be used for number of Dl media

13



17) ICHATDC INTEGERM

18) CHWTDC REALM

19) NELTNR INTEGERS

20) TOFRAD REALM

21) TOFANG REALM

Free and can e g be used for number of channels
o f a T D C
Free and can e g be used for the channel width of
aTDC
Free and can e g be used for the number of
neutron histories
Free and can e g be used as a variable describing
the geometry (radius)

Free and can e g be used for a variable
describing the geometry (angle in degrees). This
parameter is not completely free. TOFANG is
recalculated to radians in the initialisation
Free and can e g be used for an electronic bias
level of DO if DO is a scintillator

Free and can e g be used for an electronic bias
level of Dl if Dl is a scintillator

Free. If e g it is interesting to assign a neutron

flight time a Gaussian uncertainty in time then
TFWHM and function GASTIM can be used
(see ch. 3.19)

The following constants are set and (if McCOMM.FOR is included) accessible:

NA REALM Avogadros constant (0.602205)

PI REALM ji = c o s - 1 ( - l . )
DMASS REALM Deuterium molar mass (2.0141 g/mole)
HMASS REALM Hydrogen molar mass (1.007825 g/mole)

CMASS REALM Carbon molar mass (12.011 g/mole)

22) D0BIAS REALM

23) D1BIAS REALM

24) TFWHM REALM

14



3.2 Initialisation Routine INI
Routine INI must be called as the first routine of McSUB V2.0 and is only

called once. The initialisation routine is described in [1].

SUBROUTINE INI

Input:
Output:

None
None

3.3 Source Routines DOSOURCE and Dl SOURCE
The source routines sample the neutron source energies and the position on a

circular media (DO or Dl). The source energy is set by the variable ENEO (in McPAR.PAR)
and is monoenergetic if GAUSS (in McPAR.PAR) is set to F(alse). If, on the other hand,
GAUSS is set to T(rue) the source neutrons will be gaussian distributed. The FWHM for the
case of a gaussian distribution is determined by the value of PLSTMP which is also given in

McPAR.PAR (FWHM = 177 V FL5TMP ). The source routines also set the direction
cosines for a perpendicular neutron entrance on the medium. The routines are described
thoroughly in [1].

SUBROUTINE D0SOURCE(ENELAB,XPOS,YPOS,ZPOS,ALFA,BETA,GAMMA)
and
SUBROUTINE D1SOURCE(ENELAB,XPOS,YPOS,ZPOS,ALFA,BETA,GAMMA)

Input: None
Output: ENELAB Neutron source energy (monoenergetic or

gaussian)
XPOS, YPOS Random position in a circle. The radius of

the circle is set in McPAR.PAR
ZPOS Always set to 0
ALFA, BETA, GAMMA Always set to 0 ,0 , 1 respectively

15



3.4 Penetration Depth Routines DEPDO, WDEPDO, DEPD1 and WDEPDl

Routines DEPDO and DEPD1 sample a penetration depth in DO and Dl,

respectively. The sampled penetration depths are in the range from 0 to « [l] .

SUBROUTINE DEPDO(ENELAB,DODIST)

and

SUBROUTINE DEPD1(ENELAB,D1DIST)

Input: ENELAB

Output: DODIST and D1DIST

Neutron energy [MeV]

Neutron penetration distance [cm]

Routines WDEPDO and WDEPDl samples penetration depths less or equal to DODEP and

D1DEP (which is given in McPAR.PAR), respectively. These routines are especially useful

when the neutron penetrates the medium for the first time per neutron history. One can then

be sure that the neutron always interacts in the media.

SUBROUTINE WDEPDO(ENELAB,DODIST,WEIGHT)

and

SUBROUTINE WDEPDl(ENELAB,D1DIST,WEIGHT)

Input: ENELAB

Output: DODIST and D1DIST

WEIGHT

Neutron energy [MeV]

Neutron penetration distance [cm]

Probability for the neutron to interact at a

distance s the sampled distance

16



35 Scattering Nucleus Routines INTDO and INTDl
Routines INTDO and INTDl samples the interaction nucleus [1].

SUBROUTINE INTDO(ENELAB,ISPECDO,WEIGHT)

and

SUBROUTINE INTD1(ENELAB,ISPECD1,WEIGHT)

Input:
Output:

ENELAB
ISPEC

WEIGHT

Neutron energy [MeV]
Interaction nucleus.

ISPECDO = 1 -»Deuterium

ISPECDO = 2 - Carbon

ISPECD1 = 1 - Hydrogen

ISPECD1 = 2 -»Carbon

Probability for the neutron to interact with

deuterium and hydrogen, respectively.

17



3.6 Type of Scattering Routines TYPD, TYPH, TYPC and TYPCEX

Routines TYPD, TYPH and TYPC sample the type of interaction with

deuterium, hydrogen and carbon, respectively. TYPCEX is always superseded by a call to

TYPC. TYPCEX samples to what excited level the carbon nucleus is excited after an

inelastic interaction with carbon [1].

SUBROUTINE TYPD(ENELAB,INTERDO,WEIGHT)

SUBROUTINE TYPH(ENELAB,INTERD1 .WEIGHT)

SUBROUTINE TYPC(ENELAB,INTERC)

and

SUBROUTINE TYPCEX(ENELAB,INTERCEX)

Input:

Output:

ENELAB

INTER

WEIGHT

Neutron energy [MeV]

Interaction nucleus.

INTERDO = 1 - Elastic interaction

INTERDO = 2 -> (n,2n) interaction

INTERDO = 3 -> kill the neutron

INTERD1 = 1 (always) -» Elastic interaction

INTERC = 1 -» Elastic interaction

INTERC = 2 -»Inelastic interaction

INTERC = 3 - kill the neutron

INTERCEX = 1 -»1st excited level

INTERCEX = 2 - 2nd excited level

INTERCEX = 3 - 3rd excited level

INTERCEX = 4 - 4th excited level

INTERCEX = 5 - kill the neutron

Probability for elastic scattering

(TYPD, TYPH)

18



3.7 Neutron Energy and Direction after Scattering
When the interaction nucleus and the type of interaction are known the next

step is to sample the new direction and the corresponding energy. Alternatively, one can

select a biased scattering direction and calculate the probability and the scattered energy for

that particular direction.

3.7.1 Elastic Interaction with Deuterium:
Routines XDDIFEL, WXDDIFEL and DTETWGHT

When an elastic scattering with deuterium has been established the routines

XDDIFEL and WXDDIFEL can be used to sample the new direction and calculate the

scattered neutron energy. It is strongly recommended that WXDDIFEL is used due to the

absence of rejection in this routine [1].

SUBROUTINE XDDIFEL(ENELAB,COSTET,SINTET,COSFI,SINFI)

and

SUBROUTINE WXDDIFEL(ENELAB,COSTET,SINTET,COSn,SINn,WEIGHT)

Input: ENELAB

Output: COSTET, SINTET

COSFI, SINFI

WEIGHT

Neutron energy [MeV]

Cosine and sine of the polar scattering

angle in the LAB frame

Cosine and sine of the azimuthal scattering

angle in the LAB frame

Weight factor for the sampled polar angle

(average 1)

Routine DTETWGHT is used if an elastic scattering with deuterium is established and one

wants a biased neutron scattering direction into a certain solid angle.

SUBROUTINE DTETWGHT(ENELAB,COSTET,SOLANG,WEIGHT)

Input:

Output:

ENELAB
COSTET

SOLANG

WEIGHT

Neutron energy [MeV]
Cosine of the biased polar scattering angle

in the LAB frame

Neutron scattering solid angle

Weight factor for the biased direction

19



3.7.2 (o,2o) Interaction with Deuterium:
Routines XDDIFN2N, WXDDIFN2N and DN2NTETWGHT

When an inelastic scattering with deuterium has been established the routines

XDDIFN2N and WXDDIFN2N can be used to sample the new direction and calculate the

scattered neutron energy. It is strongly recommended that WXDDIFN2N is used dae to the

absence of rejection in this routine [1].

SUBROUTINE XDDIFN2N(ENELAB,C0STET,SINTET,C0Sn,SINTI)

and

SUBROUTINE WXDDIFNZNCENELAB.COSTET.SINTET.COSFI.SINFI.WEIGHT)

Neutron energy [MeV]

Cosine and sine of the polar scattering

angle in the LAB frame

Cosine and sine of the azimuthal scattering

angle in the LAB frame

Weight factcr for the sampled polar angle

(average 1)

Routine DN2NTETWGHT is used if an inelastic scattering with deuterium is established

and one wants a biased scattering direction into a certain solid angle.

SUBROUTINE DN2NTETWGHT(ENELAB,C0STET,S0LANG,WEIGHT)

Input: ENELAB Neutron energy [MeV]

COSTET Cosine of the biased polar scattering angle

in the LAB frame

SOLANG Neutron scattering solid angle

Output: WEIGHT Weight factor for the biased direction

Input:
Output:

ENELAB
COSTET, SINTET

COSFI, SINFI

WEIGHT
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3.7.3 Elastic Interaction with Hydrogen:
Routines XHDIFEL, WXHDIFEL and HTETWGHT

When an elastic scattering with hydrogen has been established the routines

XHDIFEL and WXHDIFEL can be used to sample the new direction and calculate the

scattered neutron energy [1].

SUBROUTINE XHDIFEL(ENELAB,COSTET,SINTET,COSFI,SINFI)

and

SUBROUTINE WXHDIFELCENELAB.COSTET.SINTET.COSFI.SINFI.WEIGHT)

Input:
Output:

ENELAB
COSTET, SINTET

COSFI, SINFI

WEIGHT

Neutron energy [MeV]
Cosine and sine of the polar scattering

angle in the LAB frame

Cosine and sine of the azimuthal scattering

angle in the LAB frame

Weight factor for the sampled polar angle

(average 1)

Routine HTETWGHT is used if an elastic scattering with hydrogen is established and one

wants a biased neutron scattering direction into a certain solid angle.

SUBROUTINE HTETWGHT(ENELAB,COSTETrSOLANGfWEIGHT)

Input:

Output:

ENELAB
COSTET

SOLANG

WEIGHT

Neutron energy [MeV]
Cosine of the biased polar scattering angle

in the LAB frame

Neutron scattering solid angle

Weight factor for the biased direction
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3.7.4 Elastic Interaction with Carbon:

Routines XCDHTEL, WXCDIFEL and CTETWGHT

When an elastic scattering with carbon has been established the routines

XCDIFEL and WXCDIFEL can be used to sample the new direction and calculate the

scattered neutron energy. It is strongly recommended that WXCDIFEL is used due to the

absence of rejection in this routine [1].

SUBROUTINE XCDIFEL(ENEL\B,COSTET,SINTET,COSn,SINFI)

and

SUBROUTINE WXCDIFELIENELAB.COSTET.SINTET.COSFI.SINFI.WEIGHT)

Input: ENELAB

Output: COSTET, SINTET

COSFI, SINFI

WEIGHT

Neutron energy [MeV]

Cosine and sine of the polar scattering

angle in the LAB frame

Cosine and sine of the azimuthal scattering

angle in the LAB frame

Weight factor for the sampled polar angle

(average 1)

Routine CTETWGHT is used if an elastic scattering with carbon is established and one

wants a biased neutron scattering direction into a certain solid angle.

SUBROUTINE CTETWGHT(ENELAB,COSTET,SOLANG,WEIGHT)

Input:

Output:

ENELAB

COSTET

SOLANG

WEIGHT

Neutron energy [M?V\

Cosine of the biased polar scattering angle

in the LAB frame

Neutron scattering solid angle

Weight factor for the biased direction
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3.7.5 Carbon Nucleus at an Excited State:
Routines XODIFNN, WXC#DIFNN and C#TETWGHT

When an inelastic scattering with carbon has been established and the routine

TYPCEX has sampled the excited state of the carbon nucleus then the routines XC#DIFNN

and WXC#DIFNN (#: 1,2,3 or 4) can be used to sample the new direction and calculate the

scattered neutron energy. It is strongly recommended that WXC#DIFNN is used due to the

absence of rejection in these routines [1].

SUBROUTINE XC#DIFNN(ENELAB,COSTET,SINTET,C0SFI,SINFI)

and

SUBROUTINE WXC#DIFNN(ENELABtCOSTET,SINTET,COSn,SINn,WEIGHT)

where # is 1,2,3 or 4 depending on the excited level of the recoiled carbon nucleus.

Neutron energy [MeV]

Cosine and sine of the polar scattering

angle in the LAB frame

Cosine and sine of the azimuthal scattering

angle in the LAB frame

WEIGHT Weight factor for the sampled polar angle

(average 1)

Routine C#TETWGHT is used if an inelastic scattering with carbon is established and one

wants a biased neutron scattering direction into a certain solid angle.

SUBROUTINE C#TETWGHT(ENELAB,COSTET,SOLANG,WEIGHT)

where # is 1,2,3 or 4 depending on the excited level of the recoiled carbon nucleus.

Input: ENELAB Neutron energy [MeV]

COSTET Cosine of the biased polar scattering angle

in the LAB frame

SOLANG Neutron scattering solid angle

Output: WEIGHT Weight factor for the biased direction

Input:
Output:

ENELAB
COSTET, SINTET

COSFI, SINFI
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3.8 New Direction Cosines. Routine DIRCOS
The recalculation from the old to the new direction cosines is made by

DIRCOS [I].

SUBROUTINE DIRC0S(C0STET,SINTET,C0SFI.SINHALFA3ETA,GAMMA)

Input: COSTET.SINTET

COSFI,SINFI

ALFAtBETA,GAMMA

Output: ALFA,BETA,GAMMA

Cosine of the polar scattering angles

Cosine of the azimuthal scattering

angles

Old direction cosines

New direction cosines

3.9 Present Position of the Neutron. Routine TRACE
TRACE is described in [1] and is used to calculate the new cartesian position

of the next scattering point of the neutron. Necessary inputs are the old scattering point, the

direction cosines and the distance to the next scattering point.

SUBROUTINE TRACE(DIST,XP0S,YP0S,ZPOSALFA,BETA,GAMMA)

Input: DIST

XPOS,YPOS,ZPOS
Output: XPOS,YPOS,ZPOS

Distance between the interaction

points [cm]

Old interaction coordinates [cm]

New interaction coordinates [cm]
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3.10 Calculation of Direction Cosines Between Two Points. Routine PNTDIRC

Routine PNTDIRC calculates the direction cosines and the distance between

two points. This routine is handy for the case when e g a value of the cosine of a biased

scattering angle is wanted. The value is then obtained as the scalar product of the direction

cosines for two directions (the other direction can suitably be along an axis). The calulation

is done according to:

a = V " !old (3.1)
"new" xold

p =
 ynew ~ yOld ( 3 2 )

• xnew~ xold'

V = Z ! e w " ! o l d (3.3)

' " n e w " xold

where (xQld , yo ,d , zQld ) and ( x n e w , y n e w , z n e w ) is the start- and destination-point,

respectively.

SUBROUTINE PNTDIRC(XOLD,XNEW,YOLD,YNEW,ZOLD,ZNEW,

ALFA,BETA,GAMMA,DIST)

Input: XOLD,XNEW,YOLD,YNEW,

ZOLD,ZNEW Start and destination point

Output ALFA,BETA,GAMMA Direction cosines

DIST Distance between input points
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3.11 Calculation of the Distance between a Point and a Plane. Function PNTPLANE

Function PNTPLANE calculates the distance between a point and a defined

plane. This routine is handy if e g one wants to let the neutron leave the medium and then

wants the probability that the neutron will not scatter within the remaining distance. The

calculation is done according to:

If the equation for the plane is defined as:

A x + B y + C 2 = 1

and the direction of the neutron is (a.p,y), then the distance to the plane is given by:

Distance = 1 ~ ( A x + B-y + C-z)

A c t + B-p + C y

(3.4)

(3-5)

If the distance is not defined, e g if the neutron is travelling away from the plane, then the

distance is set to 10 cm.

FUNCTION PNTPLANE(X,Y,ZALFA,BETA,GAMMA,A,B,C)

Input: X, ,Z

ALFA,BETA,GAMMA

A,B,C

Function value:

Position of the neutron

Direction of the neutron

Coefficients for the plane

Distance from (X,Y,Z) to the plane

A x + B y + C z = 1
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3.12 Calculation of the distance between a Point in a Cylinder and the Cylinder

Surface. Function PNTCYL

Function PNTCYL calculates the distance from a point inside a cylinder to the

cylinder surface along a direction vector. This function can be handy for the same reasons

as function PNTPLANE. The origin is assumed to be located at the centre of the bottom

surface of the cylinder.

If d r a d and dJe h are the radius and the length of the cylinder, then the distance to the

side surface is given by:

dside "
- x

7 1 1

12 x-+y"-d rad
( a x

a2
+ P

2
(3.6)

a P

If the distances to the top and bottom plane of the cylinder, which are obtained by a call to

function PNTPLANE, are bottom a n d dtoo t h e n t h e d i s t a n c e t 0 t h e cylinder surface is

obtained by:

Distance = MIN(dside d tQp ) (3.7)

FUNCTION PNTCYL(X,Y,Z,ALFA,BETA,GAMMA,CYLRAD,CYLDEP)

Input: X,Y,2

ALFA,BETA,GAMMA

CYLRAD

CYLDEP

Function value:

Position of the neutron inside the

cylinder (Origin in centre of bottom

surface)

Direction of the neutron

Radius of cylinder

Cylinder length

Distance from (X,Y,Z) to the

cylinder surface along the direction

of motion
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3.13 Calculation of the Distance Between two Points. Function PNTDIST

Function PNTDIST calculates the distance between two points. The calculation

is trivial but is included in McSUB V2.0 because it is frequently used. The calculation is

done according to:

Distance = (3-8)

FUNCTION

Input: X 1 , X r Y 1 , Y r Z 1 . Z 2

Function value:

Coordinates for 1st and 2nd point

Distance between points 1 and 2
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3.14 Calculation of the Neutron Energy. Function ENERGYN

When the neutron time-of-flight and flight distance are known the function

ENERGYN can be used for calculation of the neutron energy. The relativistic calculation is

done according to:

E K = l - l | m n (3.9)

and

where

ET, is the kinetic energy according to relativistc kinematics [MeV],

ITU is the rest mass of the neutron (939.573 MeV),

d is the neutron flight distance [cm],

t is the neutron time-of-flight [ns] and

c is the velocity of light [cm/ns].

FUNCTION ENERGYN(TIME,DIST)

Input: TIME Neutron flight time [ns]

DIST Neutron flight distance [cm]

Function value: Neutron energy [MeV]
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3.15 Calculation of the Neutron Time-of-FlighL Function TIMEN

When the neutron energy and flight distance are known the function TIMEN

can be used for a calculation of the neutron flight time. The relativistic calculation is done

according to:

-j i _
(3.11)

E K + m 0

FUNCTION TIMEN(ENELAB,DIST)

Input: ENELAB Neutron energy [MeV]

DIST Neutron flight distance [cm]

Function value: Neutron flight time [ns]

3.16 Calculation of the Neutron Flight Distance. Function DISTN

When the neutron energy and flight time is known then the function DISTN

can be used for calculation of the neutron flight distance. The relativistic calculation is done

according to:

d = t-c-j 1 - (—5iO ) - (3.12)

FUNCTION DISTN(ENELABJIME)

Input: ENELAB Neutron energy [MeV]

TIME Neutron flight time [ns]

Function value: Neutron flight distance [cm]
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3.17 Calculation of the Light Output from a Scintillator. Routine MADEY

In my own applications of McSUB V2.0, the media considered are of neutron

scintillator type. The light from the scintillator is amplified by a photomultiplier tube

followed by electronics for the analysis of the signal. Therefore, assuming that carbon

scattering does not yield any light [2], a physical interpretation of a proton scattering (for

the Dl medium) has been essential. To make this possible, it is necessary to transform the

energy of the recoiled proton to the corresponding amount of electron energy which is

expended in the scintillator [3]. The sum of several electron energies (for multiple

scattering) is then compared with a given electronic bias level (which has been given in

McPAR.PAR) to decide if a signal has occured. According to [3] the transformation from

proton energy to electron energy is:

Eelec = *0 + A l ^ " E X * " A 2 ^ p n / 3 » + V E p r o t

where E and E , are the proton energy and the corresponding electron energy

expressed in MeV, see Fig.4, and where

Ao = 0.0

Aj = -8.0

A, = 0.10

A3 = 0.90

A4 = 0.95

Unfortunately, the lowest specified energy for Eq.(3.13) is 2.43 MeV which means that for

multiply scattered neutrons (which might scatter in small angles) this relation will not hold.

A relation which holds for lower energies (0.34 - 14.5 MeV) has been presented by Dr.

S.Croft and Dr. M.Adams at Harwell Laboratory in England [4]. The modified coefficients

for this relation is:

A o s

A3 =

A 4 S

0.05957
-1.27410

0.50960

1.14220

0.61200

These coefficients are used by McSUB V2.0 (see Fig.5).
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SUBROUTINE MADEY(EPROTON,EELECTRON)

Input: EPROTON Energy of the recoiled proton [MeV]

Output EELECTRON Corresponding electron energy

3.18 Statistical Analysis of a Spectrum. Routine SPANALYS
Routine SPANALYS calculates the first five moments of a spectra. Also

returned is a value of FWHM under assumption that the spectrum is gaussian. This routine

can be useful for a spectrum without any tails (which is not the case for e g a spectrum

including multiple scattered neutrons) since the moments are calculated analytically. A

proper analysis for such a spectra involves e g minimization of a merit function.

The moments are calculated according to:

M, = •—— Position of the peak (3.14)

2>

2(x.-M1)
n-Y.

M = • — nth moment (3.15)

n = 2 gives the variance,

n = 3 gives the skewness and

n = 4 gives the curtosis
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The sign of the skewness gives information of the symmetry of the spectrum while the sign

of the curtosis gives information of the peakiness (positive) or flatness (negative). The

FWHM is calculated under the assumption that the spectrum is gaussian:

FWHM = a 21n(2) (3.16)

where o is the standard deviation

SUBROUTINE SPANALYS(XVEC,YVEC,IMIN,IMAX,

M1 ,M2,M3)M4,M5,SIGMA,FWHM)

Input: XVEC(IMIN:IMAX),

YVEC(IMIN:IMAX)

IMIN.IMAX

Output: M1,M2,M3,M4,M5

SIGMA

FWHM

Spectrum data

First and last data point in vectors

First five moments

Standard deviation

Full Width Half Maximum assuming

the spectrum is gaussian

3.19 Noise Generator. Routine GASTIM

GASTIM is a noise generator which can be used to e g give a certain measured

time an uncertainty. The input parameter is randomly given an uncertainty corresponding to

an FWHM given in McPAR.PAR.

FUNCTION GASTIM(VALUE))

Input: VALUE

Function value

Value to be disturbed

Gaussian distribution where the

average value is VALUE and with

FWHM according to given size in

McPAR.PAR
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4. Discussions

The inclusion of weight factors has drastically speeded up calculations using

the McSUB library. A small detail which can further decrease the amount of CPU-time is

to transform the expressions for the differential cross sections to the LAB frame directly.

This would remove the transformations between the frames in the routines that calculate a

biased scattering angle.

Further future work is the inclusion of relativistic conections. In the title of [1] I claim that

the Monte Carlo library is valid for neutrons up to 20 MeV. However, relativistic effects are

noticeable at 6-7 MeV (1%). Relativistic corrections are now made in 3 routines of McSUB

V2.0 but will probably be further implemented in the future.

For lower energies, there are problems to get a correct function that treats the light output

from a scintillator. The modified light output is only valid down to 0.34 MeV. For singly

scattered neutrons this might be no problem. However, if one want to study multiply

scattered neutrons and add the probability that the same neutron builds up a signal in a

scintillator during the transport then a correct light output function for lower energies is

essential.
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File name for the experimental data

File name for parameter settings

No interactive messages to terminal

Gaussian energy dist. of source

Average energy of source neutron [MeV]

FWHM factor for source energy

Density of DO medium [MeV]

D/C ratio of DO medium

Depth of DO medium [cm]

Circle radius of DO medium [cm]

Density of Dl medium [MeV]

H/C ratio of Dl medium

Depth of Dl medium [cm]

Circle radius of Dl medium [cm]

Free parameter (IDONR)

Free parameter (ID1NR)

Free parameter (ICHATDC)

Free parameter (CHWTDQ

Free parameter (NEUTNR)

Free parameter (TOFRAD)

Free parameter (TOFANG) [degrees]

Free parameter (DOBIAS)

Free parameter (D1BIAS)

FWHM used by function GASTIM

:DEMO.DAT

*:DEMOINF.INF

•:F
•:F

*:2.45

MO.O

MO.O

M.22

•:2.0

•:3.0

MO.

M.I

M.032

•:2.0

:2
:30

:1600

:0.078
:10000

:100.0

:60.0
:0.4

:0.4

•:0.9

Figure 3. Parameter file McPAR.PAR
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Figure 4. Response of NE-102 plastic scintillator
to protons. See ref.3.
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Index of Routines and Functions of McSUB V2.0

RoutiQe. Nam?

ANGLECM

C1TETWGHT

C2TETWGHT

C3TE. 'GHT

C4TETWGHT

CTETWGHT

D1RESPONS

DOSOURCE

D1SOURCE

DEPDO

DEPD1

DIRCOS

DIRNORM

DISTN

DN2NTETWGHT

DSICM

DSILAB

DTETWGHT

ENERGYN

FIT

GASDEV

GASTIM

GETPAR

HTETWGHT

INI

INTDO

INTD1

LOCATE

MADEY

PNTCYL
PNTDIRC

PNTDIST

PNTPLANE

POLINT

Descnption

Help routine used by McSUB V2.0

1st excited carbon. Biased angle

2nd excited carbon. Biased angle

3rd excited carbon. Biased angle

4th excited carbon. Biased angle

Elastic carbon. Biased angle

Not yet implemented

Source neutron energy and position

Source neutron energy and position

Penetration depth

Penetration depth

New direction cosines

Help routine used by McSUB V2.0

Neutron flight distance

(n,2n) deuterium. Biased angle

Help routine used by McSUB V2.0

Help routine used by McSUB V2.0

Elastic deuterium. Biased angle

Neutron energy

Help routine used by McSUB V2.0

Help routine used by McSUB V2.0

Noise generator
Help routine used by McSUB V2.0

Elastic hydrogen. Biased angle

Initialisation of McSUB V2.0

Interaction nucleus

Interaction nucleus

Help routine used by McSUB V2.0

Scintillator light output

Distance inside a cylinder

Point calculation of direction cosines

Distance between points

Distance to a plane

Help routine used by McSUB V2.0

Page

(11)
(23)

(23)

(23)

(23)

(22)

(15)

(15)

(16)

(16)

(24)

(11)
(30)

(20)

(11)
(12)

(19)

(29)

(11)
(12)

(33)

(11)
(21)

(15)

(17)

(17)

(11)
(31)

(27)

(25)

(28)

(26)

(12)
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RANI
SPANALYS
TIMEN
TRACE
TYPC
TYPCEX
TYPD
TYPH
WDEPDO
WDEPD1
WXC1DIFNN
WXC2DIFNN

WXC3DIFNN
WXC4DIFNN
WXCDIFEL
WXDDIFEL
WXDDIFN2N
WXHDIFEL

XC1DIFNN
XC2DIFNN

XC3DIFNN

XC4DIFNN

XC1EXNN
XC2EXNN
XC3EXNN

XC4EXNN
XCDIFEL
XCEL

XCINEL

XCTOT

XDDIFEL

Alternative random generator (not accessible by user)

Simple spectrum analyser (32)
Neutron time-of-flight (30)
Neutron position (24)
Type of interaction with carbon (18)
Excited level of the carbon nucleus (18)
Type of interaction with deuterium (18)
Type of interaction with hydrogen (18)

Weighted penetration depth (16)
Weighted penetration depth (16)
Weighted new angle and energy (23)

Weighted new angle and energy (23)

Weighted new angle and energy (23)
Weighted new angle and energy (23)

Weighted new angle and energy (22)
Weighted new angle and energy (19)
Weighted new angle and energy (20)
Weighted new angle and energy (21)
New angle and energy after scattering (23)

New angle and energy after scattering (23)
New angle and energy after scattering (23)

New angle and energy after scattering (23)

Help routine used by McSUB V2.0 (12)
Help routine used by McSUB V2.0 (12)
Help routine used by McSUB V2.0 (12)

Help routine used by McSUB V2.0 (12)
New angle and energy after scattering (22)
Help routine used by McSUB V2.0 (12)

Help routine used by McSUB V2.0 (12)

Help routine used by McSUB V2.0 (12)

New angle and energy after scattering (19)
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XDDIFN2N New angle and energy after scattering (20)
XDEL Help routine used by McSUB V2.0 (12)
XDN2N Help routine used by McSUB V2.0 (12)
XDTOT Help routine used by McSUB V2.0 (12)
XHDIFEL New angle and energy after scattering (21)
XHEL Help routine used by McSUB V2.0 (12)
XHTOT Help routine used by McSUB V2.0 (12)
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